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attorney's fee, as does the amendment of

1917. The Court of Civil Appeals was of

the opinion that article 4746 of Vernon's

Sayles' Texas Civil Statutes authorized the

imposition of the 12 per cent. penalty.

Article 4746 was enaëted in its present

form in 1909, before the Legislature imposed

liability to employees for certain industrial

accidents on the agency termed the Texas

Employers' Insurance Association or on the

companies specified in article 5246 yyyy.

The careful specification by the Legislature

in the act of 1913 of the compensation to be

awarded the injured employee or his bene

ficiaries, in the event of death, would seem

to exclude the intent to allow additional re

coveries by the employee or his beneficiaries.

However, the fact that it cannot be held

that the Legislature clearly and plainly in

tended the terms of article 4746 to apply to

liabilities of a kind having no existence un

der the law of the state when the article

was adopted precludes our extending the ar

ticle so as to apply to such novel liabilities.

Otherwise, we would be enforcing a penal

statute, when it did not clearly apply, or en

forcing it against one not manifestly within

its terms, in violation of the established

rules of construction of penal statutes. Car

penter v. T. & B. V. Ry. Co., 108 Tex. 53,

54, 184 S. W. 186, 1 A. L. R. 1449; ACtna

Life Insurance Co. v. Parker & Co., 96 Tex.

291, 294, 72 S. W. 168, 580, 621; H., E. &

W. T. Ry. Co. v. Campbell, 91 Tex. 557, 45

S. W. 2, 43 L. R. A. 225.

The purpose of penalties like those here

involved is punishment for a civil wrong.

It cannot be a wrong to exercise an uncon

ditional and express statutory right. Sec

tion 5 of the act of 1913 conferred the right

on any interested party to require suit to be

brought for the determination of any ques

tion arising under the Act which was not

settled by agreement. Article 52460, Vern

on's Sayles' Texas Civil Statutes of 1914.

The right was not qualified by imposing a

penalty upon a party in the event of a de

termination adverse to bim. In refusing

to pay the claim of defendants in error until

it was established in a court of competent

jurisdiction, plaintiffs in error exercised a

right plainly and unqualifiedly conferred up

on them by the statute; and their act can

not be made the basis for the imposition of

a penalty.

[2] Plaintiffs in error insist that defend

ants in error were not entitled to maintain

their suit in the absence of notice to the In

dustrial Accident Board of refusal to abide

by the board's final decision. We thought,

when we granted the writ, as we conclude

now, that the statute requires no such no

tice as a condition precedent to suit. The

direction that the board should “proceed no

further toward the adjustment of such

claim,” when any interested party did not

consent to abide by the board's final deci

sion, makes obvious that it was not neces

sary to await such final decision before

suing or requiring the filing of suit. Article

52460, Vernon's Sayles' Texas Civil Statutes.

The assignment questioning the jurisdic

tion of the trial and appellate courts in this

case is overruled, for the want of requisite

support in facts pleaded, proven, or verified.

The judgment of the Court of Civil Ap

peals is reversed, and the judgment of the

district court is affirmed.

HOOKS et al. v. BRIDGEWATER.

(No. 2699.)

(Supreme Court of Texas. April 13, 1921.)

I. Frauds, statute of 6-74(1) – Contract

transferring custody of child for transferee's

real estate is within statute.

A parol agreement, whereby, in considera

tion of the father's surrender of the custody of

plaintiff and the latter's living with defendant's

intestate as a son, intestate agreed that his

lands owned at his death should become plain

tiff's property, is, in effect, a parol sale of the

lands to be performed in the future, and is

within the statute unless taken therefrom by

part performance.

2. Frauds, statute of 3-129 (1 l) — Oral con

tract affecting lands enforced only after pay

ment of consideration transfer of possession

and improvements.

To relieve a parol sale of land from the

operation of the statute of frauds three ele

ments are essential: Payment of the considera

tion, possession by the vendee, and the making

by the vendee of valuable and permanent in

provements with the consent of the vendor, or,

in absence of such improvements, such other

facts as would make the transaction a fraud

if it were not enforced.

3. Frauds, statute of 3-3 || 19 (2)—Equity en

forces parol land contracts only to prevent

fraud.

The only ground on which the jurisdiction

of equity to enforce a parol contract for the

transfer of land can be sustained is that the

refusal to enforce the contract would perpe

trate a fraud.

4. Frauds, statute of 3-1 1901)—Rule making

equitable exception to statute so that parol

contract will be enforced should not be ex

tended.

Since the exercise of equitable jurisdiction

to enforce a parol contract for the sale of lands

results, in any case, in practically setting the

statute aside, the rule under which such con

tracts will be enforced in equity should be as

definite and precise as the statute, and should

not be extended to cases not within its terms.

C->For other cases see same topic and KEY-NUMBER in all Key-Numbered Digests and Indexes
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5. Frauds, statute of 3-1 1902)—Payment of

consideration only does not make enforcement

of statute a fraud. t

The payment of the consideration for a pa"

rol contract for the sale of land alone does not

make the enforcement of the statute the perpe

tration of a fraud, since the purchaser can re

cover such payment by an action at law.

6. Frauds, statute of 3-, 129 (4) - Statute

should not be disregarded in cases resting on

parol evidence and so transfer of possession

is required to enforce contract in equity.

Since the purpose of the statute was to pre

vent fraud and perjury in the claim of oral con

tracts, it should not be departed from in any

case resting solely on oral testimony, and there

fore transfer of possession is required before

such a contract of sale of land can be enforced

in equity.

7. Frauds, statute of 6-125(1)–Parol con

tract for sale of land not enforced because

peculiar terms do not bring it within rule of

exception from statute.

A parol contract for the sale of land cannot

be enforced merely because its peculiar terms

do not bring it within the general intent of the

rule excepting such contracts from the statute,

but such case is to be governed by the statute.

8. Frauds, statute of 3-5 129 (6) - Fact that

consideration was rendition of services as son

does not take contract out of statute.

The fact that the consideration for an oral

contract for the transfer of land was the ren

dition of services by the transferee to the trans

feror as a son, and that such services had been

rendered, does not take the case out of the

statute, where possession of the property had

not been transferred, since the parties estimat

ed the value of the services to be rendered as

the equivalent of the property to be transfer

red, and the value of such services can be de

termined by the courts.

9. Gifts 3-5 18 ( !).-Intention to transfer at

death does not sustain gift.

An intention to transfer possession of prop

erty included in a verbal sale or gift at the

death of the donor is insufficient to sustain the

gift or establish a transfer of title.

10. Contracts & 108 (2)—Transferring custo

dy of child for estate is contrary to public

policy.

A contract whereby a father transferred the

custody of his son to another, and the son

agreed to live with the other as a son and ren

der services as such, in consideration of which

he was to receive the estate owned by the oth

er at his death, is contrary to public policy.

! I. Wills & 58(1)—Agreement to leave prop

erty to another is valid.

A contract, not rendered unenforceable by

any statute by which one party agrees to leave

property to the other at the former's death, is

enforceable.

Error to Court of Civil Appeals of First

Supreme Judicial District.

Suit by Bob Bridgewater against H. A.

Hooks, as administrator of the estate of

John W. Davis, deceased, and others, to en

force a verbal agreement whereby defend

ant's intestate was to devise his property to

plaintiff. A judgment for defendants was

reversed by the Court of Civil Appeals and

judgment rendered for plaintiff (159 S. W.

1004), and defendants bring error. Judg

ment of the Court of Civil Appeals reversed,

and judgment of the district court affirmed.

Smith, Crawford & Mead, of Beaumont,

Singleton & Noll, of Kountze, and Leon Son

field, of Beaumont, for plaintiffs in error.

James A. Harrison, W. D. Gordon, and

Ralph Durham, all of Beaumont, for defend

ant in error.

PHILLIPS, C. J. The plaintiff, Bob

Bridgewater, brought the suit against the

administrator of the estate of John W. Da

vis, deceased, and the heirs at law of Davis,

to recover Davis' estate. The suit was in

fact one to enforce a verbal agreement claim

ed to have been entered into by the plain

tiff's father—at that time his only surviving

parent, when the plaintiff was a child of nine

years of age—and Davis, whereby the father

contracted to surrender plaintiff's custody

and control to Davis, and Davis—a single

man who never married—agreed upon that

consideration to rear the plaintiff, giving him

the care and rights of a son, make him his

heir and leave to him at his death all of his

property. -

The trial court found that the evidence es

tablished the making of the parol agreement;

that Davis took charge of the plaintiff under

the agreement when he was thus a child, and

plaintiff's father never thereafter exercised

any control over him; that the plaintiff lived

with Davis thereafter, giving him the affec

tion and obedience of a son, and performing

chores and services around his home as need

ed, for which he received no wages or money

consideration. Davis failed to bequeath any

of his property to plaintiff, dying intestate,

leaving an estate of both real and personal

property. Before his death he had not

placed the plaintiff in possession of any of it.

Judgment for the defendants was rendered

in the trial court. On the appeal, this was

reversed by the honorable Court of Civil Ap

peals for the First District and judgment

rendered for the plaintiff. -

[1] As it affected the land belonging to

Davis, the contract was plainly condemned

by the statute of frauds. It was merely a

parol agreement whereby in consideration of

the father's surrender of the custody of the

plaintiff and the latter's living with Davis as

a son, Davis' lands owned at his death

should become the plaintiff's property. It

was in effect but a parol sale of Davis' lands

to be performed by him in the future, and

<>For other cases see same topic and KEY-NUMBER in all Key-Numbered Digests and Indexes
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has no higher dignity than such a sale. The

question presented by this feature of the

case is whether the performance of the con

tract by the plaintiff relieves it from the op

eration of the statute of frauds, or, as more

accurately stated, renders the contract en

forcible in equity notwithstanding the stat

ute.

The Court of Civil Appeals has held that

it does, despite the fact that there was nev

er any possession of the lands by the plain

tiff in Davis' lifetime.

To sustain this holding, there must be cre

ated by judicial authority another exception

to the operation of the statute of frauds,

one unsanctioned by any previous decision

of this court, and of larger consequence than

any heretofore recognized by it. This is ev

ident. For if it be the law that a contract

of this kind may, under the circumstances

here present, be enforced against a dece

dent's estate, the entire inheritances of fam

ilies are, for the benefit of strangers to the

blood, put at the mercy of parol evidence.

[2] From an early time it has been the

rule of this court, steadily adhered to, that

( to relieve a parol sale of land from the op

eration of the statute of frauds, three things

were necessary: 1. Payment of the consid

eration, whether it be in money or services.

2. Possession by the vendee. And 3. The

making by the vendee of valuable and per

manent improvements upon the land with

the consent of the vendor; or, without such

improvements, the presence of such facts as

would make the transaction a fraud upon

the purchaser if it were not enforced.] Pay

ment of the consideration, though it be a

payment in full, is not sufficient. This has

been the law since Garner v. Stubblefield, 5

Tex. 552. Nor is possession of the premises

by the vendee. Ann Berta Lodge v. Lever

ton, 42 Tex. 18. Each of these three ele

ments is indispensable, and they must all

exist.

Regardless of the disposition of other

courts to engraft other exceptions upon a

plain and salutary statute which had its

origin in the prolific frauds and perjuries

with which parol contracts concerning lands

abounded, this court has always refused to

further relax the statute. {We think the wis

dom of its course has been justified.

[3] Equity has no concern in such cases

except to prevent the perpetration of a fraud.

That is the only ground that can justify its

interference. Otherwise, the exercise of its

jurisdiction for the practical annullment of

the statute would be but bare usurpation. It

is not to remedy a possible loss to the pur

chaser that it may intervene. It is the op

eration of a plain and valid statute that is

to be relieved against. For this reason em

inent judges have doubted whether under

any circumstances courts of equity had orig

inally the power to enforce such parol agree

ments in open disregard of the statute, and

have questioned the wisdom of departing

from its certain rule however plausible the

pretext. The statute is valid; it is impera

tive; it is emphatic. Its simple require

ment that contracts, for the transfer of lands

be in writing, imposes no hardship. The ef

fect of its relaxation in what seemed to the

Courts hard cases has produced abuses al

most as great as would have its rigorous en- --

forcement, in the substitution of a doubtful

state of the law for a rule that was plai

and certain and easily capable ofoº::\
In a noted early English case the chancellor

made the following observation on this

trend of judicial decisions:

“The statute was made for the purpose of

preventing frauds and perjuries, and nothing

can be more manifest to any person who has

been in the habit of practicing in the courts of

equity than that the relaxation of the statute

has been the ground of much perjury and much

fraud. If the statute had been rigorously ob

served, the result would probably have been

that few instances of parol agreements would

have occurred. Agreements would, from the

necessity of the case, have been reduced to

writing; whereas it is manifest that the deci

sions on the subject have opened a new door

to fraud, and that under the pretense of part

execution, if possession is had in any way what

ever, means are frequently found to put a court

of equity in such a situation that, without de

parting from its rule, it feels obliged to break

through the statute.”

[4] Whatever may be the diversity of

views upon the general subject, it is clear

that to warrant equity’s “breaking through

the statute” to enforce such a parol contract,

the case must be such that the nonenforce

ment of the contract—or the enforcement of

the statute—would, itself, plainly amount to

a 'fraud. This is the basis, and the only

basis, for the jurisdiction which courts of

equity have assumed in their creation of ex

ceptions to the statute. When it is consid

ered that the exercise of that jurisdiction

results in any case in practically setting the

statute aside, certainly there should exist

Some positive rule which will insure its ex

ercise for only the prevention of an actual

fraud as distinguished from a mere wrong,

and by which the question of whether a fail

ure to enforce the contract would result in

such a fraud may be determined so surely

as to leave the statute itself, through the

exactness of the exception, with some defi

niteness of operation. The merit of the rule

announced by this court in every decision

where it has dealt with the subject is that

it does this. By its requirement of payment

of the consideration, adverse possession by

the purchaser, and his making of valuable

and permanent improvements in order for the

contract to be exempt from the statute, it

insures the application of the exemption only

for the avoidance of actual fraud, and se
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cures, as it should, the full operation of the

statute in all other cases. Its purpose is

both to prevent the perpetration of fraud

and to safeguard the titles of lands. It is a

rule founded in sound reason and Cornmoll

experience, and is fair and just.

[5] There is no fraud in refusing to en

force the contract where only the considera

tion is paid. The value of the consideration

may in a law action be recovered. Nor

where only possession of the premises is giv

en. In such case there is no performance by

the purchaser of any obligation. Nor even

where there is both payment of the consid

eration and possession; without valuable

and permanent improvements made on the

faith of contract, or their equivalent. Mere

ly the transfer of the possession by the ven

dor could create no estoppel against him. A

transfer of the possession of the soil affords

no presumption of a sale of the fee. As said

by Judge Moore in Ann Berta Lodge v. LeV

erton, 42 Tex. 18, to permit a person who

can show no other act done beyond the

transfer of the possession of the soil from

the owner to himself, to enforce an oral

agreement for the sale of the fee, would

practically repeal the statute of frauds and

let in all the mischiefs it was intended to

guard against. But where there is payment

of the consideration, the surrender of pos

session and the making of valuable and per

manent improvements on the faith of the

purchase with the owner's knowledge or

consent, there is created an estoppel against

him and it may fairly be said that a fraud

upon the purchaser would result if the own

er were permitted to repudiate the contract. |

[6] Not only can there be no fraud upon a

purchaser in refusing to enforce a parol con

tract for the sale of land where there has

been no performance beyond the payment of

the consideration, but a further strong rea

son for the requirement of possession is that

without it the existence of the contract rests

altogether in parol evidence, which common

experience has shown to be too unstable and

uncertain to be permitted to work a divesti

ture of title to real property. If, however,

the purchaser be let into possession, there is

furnished by an affirmative act of the owner

himself at least a corroborative fact that

the contract was actually made.

At all events it is a positive requirement

under the holding of this court. It is a part

of the settled law, and is not now to be dis

pensed with.

In Wooldridge v. Hancock, 70 Tex. 18, 6

S. W. 818, this is said:

“But it is necessary to the validity of a parol

sale or gift of land in Texas, however the rule

may be elsewhere, that possession be delivered

and substantial and valuable improvements

made, with the consent or knowledge of the

vendor, upon the faith of such gift or sale.”

Citing Ann Berta Lodge v. Leverton, 42 Tex.

18, and Eason v. Eason, 61 Tex. 227.

And in Bradley v. Owsley, 74 Tex. 69, 11

S. W. 1052, it is announced:

“The rule in this state is well established

that verbal contracts for the sale of land will

not be enforced without proof of possession

and valuable improvements permanent in char

acter or of other facts making the transaction

a fraud on the purchaser if not enforced.”

See also Altgelt v. Escalera, 51 Tex. Civ.

App. 108, 110 S. W. 989, and Terry v. Craft,

87 S. W. 844.

With this the established, and in our opin

ion the sound, rule of decision in this State,

there can be no occasion for enlarging it.

When called upon, as here, to disregard it

and engraft a further exception upon the

statute, we deem it appropriate to say, in the

language of the opinion in Ann Berta Lodge

V. Leverton:

“The propriety of the enforcement of such

contracts by courts of equity, under any cir

cumstances, has always been a mooted ques

tion. And while it is not to be denied by us

that it may be done in such cases as have here

tofore been held by the court as authorizing

it, we are unwilling to extend its limits beyond

the boundaries defined by them.”

[7] For such contracts to be enforcible in

this State, they must come fairly within the

rule. If there has been no surrender of the

possession of the land, the contract is not

Within the rule and is incapable of enforce

ment. It is no answer to say that the rule

does not fit the circumstances of the partic

ular contract. That is no reason for making

another rule. The rules of law are not thus

to be disregarded or evaded. The rule is

necessarily a general one and intended for

general application. If a particular case

does not fall within it, the statute, itself. .

governs and condemns the contract on which

the case rests.

[8] The parol contract here has no basis

for its enforcement, other than the plaintiff's

performance by his assuming with Davis the

relation and rendering him the service of a

Son. That was the consideration for Davis'

agreement to make him the owner of his

estate. The case, therefore, is simply one

where the consideration for a parol agree

ment to transfer the title to land has been

paid, with no possession of the land surren

dered and no valuable and permanent im

provements made by the purchaser on the

faith of the agreement. In no other char

acter of case resting only upon the payment

of the consideration could such a contract

be enforced in this State. If the considera

tion for Davis' agreement had been an

amount of money, however large, and had

been fully paid, without possession of the

land and valuable and permanent improve

ments the contract would be held incapable

of enforcement. If the payment of the con

sideration is to be held insufficient in one

case, it should be so held in all cases. The
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test is not the character of the consideration

nor the value of the bargain. Why should

the nature of the consideration or its excep

tional value alone determine the question,

instead of the rule itself which, in addition

to the payment of the consideration, what

ever its character and value, requires pos

session of the land and valuable and perma

nent improvements? And why should there

be allowed the enforcement of a parol con

tract for the sale of land, the consideration

being of the nature paid in this case, and

deny its enforcement where the considera

tion has been fully paid in money? No sat

isfactory answer can be given to these ques

tions.

The holding of the Court of Civil Appeals

is that a distinction should be made in this

case because the value of the plaintiff's serv

ices in his assumed relation as Davis' son

could not be measured in money. The plain

tiff's father in the making of the contract

and as its basis, as well as Davis, measured

them in property.

The father calculated the money value of

the plaintiff's filial relation to himself, what

it would be worth to surrender that relation

to Davis and the value it would be to Davis,

placed it all at the value of Davis' estate,

and closed the bargain accordingly. The

suit assumes that Davis was able to estimate

the value of the relationship and services to

himself, for it charges that he agreed to pay

for them by the transfer of his estate. The

entire case is one where the custody, the re

lationship and the services of the plaintiff

cient reason for denying the enforcement of

the agreement. The opinion declares that

Where an owner of land makes a verbal sale

or gift of it to take effect after his death but

retains the possession, no title is acquired,

“for it is essential, in case of parol gift or

sale of land, that possession should accom

pany or follow the gift or sale; and there

being no intention to part with the title—as

was true of Davis—until some indefinite

time in the future, there could be no exclu

sive adverse possession as against the own

er, which seems to be necessary in order” to

ripen into a title.

[10] Aside from the invalidity of the con

tract as to the land of the estate under the

statute of frauds and its being incapable of

enforcement because there was no possession

by the plaintiff of the land, it is a character

Of contract which should be held void as a

matter of public policy. A parent has no

property interest in his child and should not

be permitted to deal with his child as prop

erty. It was so held in Legate v. Legate, 87

Tex. 248, 28 S. W. 281; but the proposition

needs no authority for its support. The

law should not encourage the relinquishment

by parents of their children and the renun

ciation of a sacred relation imposed by na

ture merely for the children's enrichment by

placing the seal of validity upon a contract

in which a parent in effect barters his child

away for a property return. It isºmore con

cerned in fostering and maintaining that re

lation and guarding its valuable and whole

some influences than in promoting the child's

were dealt with as property; where it was financial prosperity. Let it be once held that

agreed that they should be exchanged for a parent's contract of this kind is valid and

property, showing that the parties estimated may be enforced, and every parent will be

their value in property; and where, now, it free to transfer his children to any one will

is sought, as in any other pecuniary bargain, ing to pay them well for the bargain. We

to compel payment of them in property. If are unwilling to subscribe to such a doctrine.

the parties to the agreement were able to It tends to the destruction of one of the fin

estimate their value in property, a court est relations of human life, to the subversion

should be competent to value them in money. of the family tie, and to the reversal of an

The value of a child's services to his par- ordering of nature which is essential to hu

ents, and of a husband's or wife's relation man happiness and the security of society.

and affection are every day the matter º It reduces parental duty and the child's wel

assessment by courts. They are not held fare to the sordid level of financial profit,

uncertain as a matter of judicial investiga- and would license the easy surrender of that

tion. There would equally be no difficulty, duty for merely the child's financial advan

we apprehend, in a similar determination of tage. The custody of a child is not a sub

the value of the plaintiff's services and re- ject matter of contract and therefore can

lationship to Davis. constitute no consideration for a contract.

[9] Another reason given by the Court of . The attempted agreement here was therefore

Civil Appeals for holding inapplicable to not a contract. Legate v. Legate. Davis

this case the rule of this court upon the sub- could not have enforced it because based up

ject, is that the court could not have had on a void consideration. If Davis could not

such a case as this in mind in so declaring have enforced it against the plaintiff, it is

the rule. The opinion in Wooldridge v. not enforcible in the plaintiff's favor.

Hancock, 70. Tex. 18, 6 S. W. 818, discloses [11] True, contracts between two persons

that the court had in mind those very situa- upon a valuable consideration, that one will

tions where, as here, the parol agreement leave his property to the other, are enforci

did not contemplate the surrender of the ble where no statute is contravened. Such

possession of the land in the lifetime of the is the recognized law and was the holding in

owner; but it held that alone to be a suffi- Jordan v. Abney, 97 Tex. 296, 78 S. W. 4S6.
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There, in addition to the contract made be

tween the plaintiff's father and Mr. and Mrs.

Ogle, there was a contract between the plain

tiff herself and Mrs. Ogle, made after Ogle's

death, confirming the previous contract and

by which Mrs. Ogle agreed to leave the

plaintiff her property. Here, there was no

contract between the plaintiff and Davis for

the former's Service. The contract was be

tween the plaintiff's father and Davis by

which his custody and filial relation were

attempted to be bargained away as though

properly the subject matter of contract.

They could not form the basis of a contract

under the express holding in Legate v. Le

gate.

The judgment of the honorable Court of

Civil Appeals is reversed and the judgment

of the District Court is affirmed.

ELAM w. STATE. (No. 6280.)

(Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas.

13, 1921.)

Appeal from Dallas County Court at Law;

T. A. Work, Judge.

Lawrence Elam was convicted of aggravated

assault, and he appeals. Affirmed.

R. H. Hamilton, Asst. Atty. Gen., for the

State.

April

HAWKINS, J. Appellant was convicted in

the county court of Dallas county of aggra

vated assault, and his punishment assessed at

confinement in the county jail for a term of

one year.

The record before us contains neither state

ment of facts nor bills of exceptions. The

complaint and information charges an offense,

and no irregularity of any kind appears which

would necessitate a reversal of the case, and

the judgment of the trial court will be affirmed.

BAREFIELD v. BASHAM et al.

GULF PRODUCTION CO. v. SAME,

(No. 1212.)

(Court of Civil Appeals of Texas.

April 21, 1921.)

Error and Appeal from District Court, East

land County; W. W. Beall, Special Judge,

El Paso,

Actions between T. E. Barefield and Mrs.

L. A. Basham and others, and between the Gulf

Production Company and Mrs. L. A. Basham

and others, were consolidated. From the judg

ment rendered, the Gulf Production Company

appeals, and T. E. Barefield brings error.

Judgment affirmed.

Slay, Simon & Smith and Walter L. Morris,

all of Fort Worth, for plaintiff in error and for

appellant.

Carl P. Springer, C. Nugent, and Scott,

Brelsford & Smith, all of Eastland, and R. E.

Hardwicke, of Fort Worth, for defendants in

error and for appellees.

HIGGINS, J. From a judgment rendered in

the district court of Eastland county the Gulf

Production Company appeals, and T. E. Bare

field prosecutes a writ of error. There are no

assignments of error, no bills of exception, no

briefs, and no statement of facts.

Finding no fundamental error, the judgment

is affirmed.

FORT WORTH & R. G. RY, CO. v. RATLIFF

& EVANS. (No. 6338.)

(Court of Civil Appeals of Texas. Austin.

March 30, 1921.)

Appeal from Brown County Court, R. E. Lee,

Judge.

Action by Ratliff & Evans against the Fort

Worth & Rio Grande Railway Company. From

a judgment for plaintiff, defendant appeals.

Affirmed.

Goree, Odell & Allen, of Fort Worth, and

McCartney, Foster & McGee, of Brownwood,

for appellant.

E. J. Miller, of Brownwood, for appellee.

KEY. C. J. This is a county court case, in

which the plaintiffs recovered a verdict and

judgment for $475, for damages to certain live

stock, shipped from Brownwood to Fort Worth.

Tex. As presented to this court, the case is

neither complex nor difficult of decision. In

fact, most of the questions presented have

heretofore been decided against appellant's

contention.

All the assignments of error have been duly

considered, and our conclusion is that the judg

ment should be affirmed; and it is so ordered.

Affirmed.

BRADY, J., concurs.

JENKINS, J., did not sit in this case.
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